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Abstract

This document is user guide to the use of the Audio Pmod Driver, part of the
bigger project Digilent PMod drivers concerning the creation of several VHDL
files to describe a ready to use hardware for the Spartan-6 family that can be
used as a driver for several Digilent Pmods.

This particular guide talks about the use of the driver created for the
PmodAMP1TM Speaker/Headphone Amplifier produced by Digilent.



1 Overview

The PmodAMP1 Speaker/Headphone Amplifier (PmodAMP1) amplifies low
power audio signals to drive either stereo headphones or a monophonic speaker.
The speaker is driven from the left stereo input.

The audio inputs to the module are provided through a Digilent 6-pin Pmod
connector. A 1/8-inch stereo audio jack is used for the headphone output and
a 1/8-inch mono audio jack is used for the speaker output. An inexpensive
speaker and enclosure suitable for use with the PmodAMP1 is available from
Digilent.

The described VHDL hardware driver is a delta-sigma modulator (SDM)
used as a DAC. This converts a N-bits digital entry into a 1-bit digital out that
can be converting to an analog out with the addiction of a low-pass filter.

2 Functional description

The delta-sigma modulator uses an encoding method to turn high-resolution
digital signal into a lower-resolution digital signal (in this case 1-bit resolution)
of a superior data rate.

The synthesized hardware consists in a first order delta-sigma modulator
construct from a simple accumulator, a subtracter and a digital-to-digital con-
verter (DDC).

The Audio Pmod Driver accepts as input a Nbits data words that need to
be in PCM format to function correctly. The PCM words are represented as
2’s complement and the SDM considers the word to be always an integer value.
However, if the user considers input words with fixed point there should be no
problem to use it directly.

The output of the driver is a one bit stream that should be filtered with
a low pass. Concerning the use of the PmodAMP1, it is only necessary to
make sure that the driver output is connect to either the left or right pins
(see PmodAMP1TM Speaker/Headphone Amplifier Reference Manual for more
information).

3 Usage

The Audio Pmod driver description file (.vhd) should be added the user
project design workspace. Unless you fully understand the functionality of the
driver it is not recommend that this file is altered.

To use the driver in your hardware description it have to be declared as a
component. This declaration, shown in 1, can be copied from the attached file
HDL instantiation.vho.

Listing 1: Component Declaration

component SDM_DAC

generic ( Nbits : integer := 8);
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port ( clk : in STD_LOGIC;

clk_enable : in STD_LOGIC;

signal_in : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ((Nbits-1) downto 0);

signal_out : out STD_LOGIC);

end component;

On the VDHL architecture body the component should be instantiated as
shown in 2(from HDL instantiation.vho). The instance name and net names
should be changed to the desired nets to connect the driver.

Listing 2: Instantiation Template

your_instance_name : SDM_DAC

generic ( Nbits => Nbits,

port ( clk => clk,

clk_enable => clk_enable,

signal_in => signal_in,

signal_out => signal_out);

The number of bits Nbits it’s configurable to the desired word size of the
SDM input.

4 Pin-out constrains

The following pin constrains are only valid for the referred development
boards. To use in others boards with a Pmod connector, their pin description
should be known, and the constrains file should be adjusted.

Listing 3: Atlys constrains

NET "signal_out_right" LOC=P6;

NET "signal_out_left" LOC=T3;

Listing 4: Nexys 3 constrains

#NOTE: Choose only one of the Pmod connectors to each pair of SDM

#PmodA connector

NET "signal_out_right" LOC=T12;

NET "signal_out_left" LOC=N10;

#PmodB connector

NET "signal_out_right" LOC=K2;

NET "signal_out_left" LOC=L4;

#PmodC connector

NET "signal_out_right" LOC=H3;

NET "signal_out_left" LOC=K6;
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#PmodD connector

NET "signal_out_right" LOC=G11;

NET "signal_out_left" LOC=F11;
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